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I Introduction 
Herein experimental da ta shows that the simultaneous fragmentation of highly 
excited nuclei into many fragments with charge '/ > 2 appears as a dominant 
reaction channel in nucleus-nucleus (.4.4) collisions at incident energies above 
50 Mi \'/nu<l< on. Nowadays the mechanism! s) of the reaction receives consid
erable debate. There ;це only few models [l]-[3] that a t t empt to describe 1 I 
interactions from the initial impart through to the final formation of clusters. 
But these models were not able to give perfect description ol I he distributions 
of fragment mass number or charge even in the range of its applicability. A 
systematic study of relativistic heavy-ion collisions from the peripheral to the 
most central in impact parameter are the main goal of the experiments at 
ПН 1С and LHC in ISA. which will be completed at the end of this century. 
Now new experimental fragmentation da ta [-1] of Kr. AY and V + Em at 
~ 1 Gi\' I nucU on appears and it is rather suspicious that these models ran 
correctly describe them. A model is therefore needed to describe fragment 
production in .4.4 interactions at high and super high energies. 

To explain the fragment production, it is necessary to couple a model 
bring able to describe the fast stage of the interaction with another one which 
can describe the de-excitation of nuclear residue. By tradit ion the first fast 
stage of the interaction is usually described with the help of the intranuclear 
cascade model (ICM) [5. C]. However its region of applicability is limited 
in the energy ганце of < 10 GeY/nuvh'on. At high energy one has the so-
called Reggeon theory inspired model (RTIM) [7]. which was successful in 
explaining the cascading of particles in proton-nucleus (pA) and .4.4 collisions. 
Concerning t he de-excitation models, one immediately remembers the s tandard 
Weisskopf model for light particle production. The popular models of nuclear 
multifragmental ion are: statistical multifragmentation [8]-[ll], aggregation 
[2]. [12]-[15] and percolation models [16]-[17] (see additional references in [18]-
[19]). Among these models the percolation one gives the simplest description. 

Now the bond-percolation model is widely used to describe mass yield 
curves. It is assumed that in an initial s tate of the nucleus the nucleons are 
occupied the sites of a simple cubic lattice. Each nucleon has a maximum of 
six neighbors and bonds. Due to an interaction the bonds are broken with a 
probability \>ь which is constant over the whole lattice. A constant рь can only 
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giv- a qualitative description of mass yield curve in j>A reactions. Obviously, 
tli' energy deposited into the target nucleus by the projectile is larger lor 
central than for peripheral collision and yj/, should relied this. Thus the pt, 
dependence on impact parameter has been introduced [20] for i>A interactions 
and the desired agreement was reached. Unfortunately such dependence is not 
1>амч1 on any theoretical approach and considered only as a fitting function. 
Mcii cover this dependence cannot be applied foi .4.1 interactions because the 
mass number of the projectile and target could lie varied in broad ranges and 
many Mich titling functions would lie required. 

И ссе и I !\ [21] the /'/, dependence on excitation energy of nuclear residue has 
'/••eu proposed, for events at a given excitation cnejgv /-.",. the authors were 
..Ue in reproduie the 11 .ign и 'ill al ion data of 0(10 Л/< \ /i,iuli im Au + C. Al 
at, 1 ( Y/. 

Ill the present Work llli'- dependence is going to hi used to describe the 
fragmentation dala ol ji f Ay [22]. /> + •"*" [-:*! : i t -™ (•< i i l , l< ' <" + --if/-
An at .i.G (7< \ /niirli <»i[2 ij. It is found that by using this dependence the 
model undcrpiedid the yield of medium mass lragments. A new dependence 
is therefore introduced bv Us. With the improvements of this dependence 
the experimental distribution of mass for the aliove reactions as well as the 
distribution of charge for t he recent experimental data [4] of AY. .\V, ( ' + Em 
are described. 

This paper is organi/ed as follows. In Sec.2 the model is described together 
with the connection of breaking probability and excitation energy. In Sec.3 
the model predictions are compared with the experimental data while Sec,4 
is devoted to a few conclusions. 

2 The model 

In describe fragment production, three ingredients must be specified: the 
mass number of nuclear residue, its excitation energy and the connection be
tween j4. and the excitation energy. First, it will be shown how to determine 
the first two inputs in the framework of RT1M. Second, the percolation proce
dure is described. Afterwards the conned ion between the breaking probability 
and excitation energy is going to be established. 
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in the simplest approach a nucleoli can be represented as a core surround.ч! 
h\ a (loud of virlual uiesons. In the course of p.-\ interaction many virtual 
mesons ran .simultaneously take part. This picture is taken into account 
in Keij^eon theory. Ill conlra.st to the cascade picture ol sequential binary 
collisions between the incident and produced hadrons with target nucleons. a 
collective interaction scenario here is favorite. This scenario can he imitated 
as follows: if a nucleoli of the target nucleus with impact coordinate .s", is 
knocked oul,it can initiate the ejection of other target nucleoli with inipac i 
coordinate >ij with probability o( | •?, — ~j |) . This second nucleoli can in its 
turn eject a third one etc. This is also true in .1.1 interactions. 

1 he number of interacting or"woiinded" tiucleoiis which are involved in tin 
lust star.e of the interaction call he ilclcnuilicd by the following algorithm o[ 
Monte ( 'arlo simulal ion: 

1. At a given impact ]>araiiieler and given coordinates of the nuclear nil 
cleons (in the corresponding reference frames) one call determine the 
interactiiij;; tmclcons of the nuclei according In Glauber 's approach (see 
Refs. [2o]-[30]). 

2. One has to look for all the spectator nucleons of the target nucleus. If the 
i spectator nucleoli is at the impact parameter distance b,} = | .?, — »*,• | 
from the j ' interacting nucleoli, then it is considered to he involved in 
the process with a probability 

0 = Ces,,(--±). iJ) 
; • ; 

whi're rc is the mean interaction radius, taken as rc = 0.7 fin. 

3. If the number of newly involved nucleons is not equal to zero, one IULS 
to repeat step 2. At this point «lie only needs to consider the newly 
involved nucleons1. If the number of newly involved nucleons otherwise 
equals zero, then the procedure must be stopped. 

The same procedure can be applied for projectile nucleus destruction. 

'This allows one to take into account tile processes when 'A. A, 5 . etc., nucleons are involved in any block 
of tile interaction. 
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The new mechanism of particle cascading into the nucleus requires in turn 
a new procedure for calculating the excitation energy of the nuclear residue, 
other than IC'M prescription. In doing so we follow the paper [31] and assume 
thai ill the course' of interaction each ejected nucleoli transfers to its spectator 
neighbor an energy E distributed according to 

FAE)= ],-<-> UE>. CI) 
< r. > 

Jbi' problem now is how to decide which nucleons are spectator neighbors. 
'In solve this problem two representations of the initial nuclear s tate are used. 
I'iisl. the iiucleoiis are placed on the sites of a simple cubic lattice1 having 
л neatly spherical volume. Therefore the nncleoiis which are located in the 
neighbor sites lii the ejected one are supposed to be spectators. Second, the 
auclcoiis are placed randomly according to a normal nuclear density, taken 
.i - Saxon-Wood density distribution. If any two liucleons are in a distance 
./, they art' considered as neighbors. </, < 2 / / ; / . In this case the nucleus 
looks like a percolating cluster. The- two representations are connected by the 
icquiiciiifut that the average square radius of the cubic lattice nucleus must 
be equal to that given by .Saxon-Wood distribution. This guarantees the right 
geometry of the collision. 

If a spectator nucleoli were a neighbor, e.g.. of two wounded nuclecms,it 
would obtain the convolution of the two energies chosen according to (2) 
etc-. The sum of the energies transferred to all spectator nuclecms is considered 
as the excitation energy of the residual nucleus. 

After the fa.st stage of the interaction, all spectator nucleons are assumed 
to acquire kinetic energy (clue to mesonic or barvonic fields). Two nucleons in 
an element of phase space' are said to be connected if their relative momentum 
is less than the negative potential energy between them. Otherwise, the two 
liucleons are assumed not bound to each other. A cluster is defined if the 
nucleons are connected directly or indirectly by bonds. These bonds represent 
at tractive interaction between them. 

Now. consider the nucleons are on the sites of a simple cubic lattice, i.e.. 
their positions are fixed in space. The energy distributed into the nucleons 
is assumed to be described by a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution. Having in 
mind the criteria of connecting nueleons as described above, the probability 
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1'f disconnecting ijonds can he written as (compare Ref. [21]) 

,„, = Q Ж, '• ''•,//;„/ j * SEI,--K->T-<IE.. (3) 

where И i;. the binding energy and 7", --• г{Е, arc the slope parameter (tem
perature), with Кj. In ing the excitation energy. 

The authors of paper ['.'I] have used all initial cubic lattice of 08 sites, with 
the bond breaking probability calculated l>\ (3). and the slope parameter 7", 
was obtained by fitting the data ot proton kinetic energy spectra by a single 
linn ing sou tee anil a binding energy of 7.8 M<\'/n licit all. they could be able 
to reproduce the fragmentation data of (>()() Mi\' / iimh on Ли -\ С. Л1 and 
Си. 

1 0 V 

0 40 BO 120 160 2 0 0 40 GO 120 160 200 
AF 

Fig.l The mass yield curves for the reactions denoted on the legend of the 
figure. Dashed and solid lines denote the ( alculations by using the prescrip
tions of (3) and (4) respectively. 
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To check the validity of (3) in the framework of the present model, the mass 
yield curve of p + Ag is calculated. It can be seen from Fig.l that the model 
underpredict the yield of medium mass fragments by a factor of 2. In Fig.2 
the breaking probability рь is calculated as a function of excitation energy 
Er at < E >= 20 MeV for the same reaction. The breaking probability is 
calculated for this reaction by assuming an impact parameter dependence, 
taken from Ref. [32]. while the excitation energy is calculated by the proce
dure outlined above. In Fig.2 the points denote the simulation of the breaking 
probability as a function of excitation energy. 

1 г i I I I j I -1-] - n I I I г т - f r n j i r - r - f i г | - | т г г j -i r i I i " 

V i < I . i i I i i i I . i < I • i i I i i i ) i • i I i i i I i . i I . " 

1 3 5 7 9 11 1 3 1 5 1 7 1 9 
Ex(MeV/nuol.) 

Fig.2 The breaking probability as a function of excitation energy of the 
nuclear residue for p + Ag at high energy. Points denote the actual dependence 
(see text) , dashed and solid lines are the calculations by using (3) and (4) 
respectively. 
The dashed line represents the model calculations by using the prescription of 
(3). As one can see, the break-up probability rapidly increases with increasing 
excitation energy. This contradicts with the actual dependence, shown by 
points, where рь increases up to some excitation energy and then levels off 
that to be limiting fragmentation. The solid line shows the present work 
parameterizat ion of this dependence which is given by 

Рь = Рьо [1 - <-'xp( -Ez/Ebond)], (4) 
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where /)/,н is defined as a normalization probability (or "central breaking prob
ability) and Eb„„j is tin' energy required to break one bond. Following Bauer 
[32] the two parameters are equal to ры, = 0.65 and £/,„„</ = 5 AfeV. 

It should be remarked that the prescription of (3) is in agreement with 
that of (4) only in the region of Ez from 4 to 10 MeV/nucleou. Beyond this 
there is a big difference, while tin- prescription of (4) is limited to pt, = 0.05, 
that of (3) goes to unity. 

3 The mass yield curve 

Fig.l shows the complete mass distribution of / )+ A(/ at 300 GeV. The charac-
lerist..- of this distribution is that the spallation cross section decrease expo
nentially with decreasing mass over most of the muss range, between Aj ~ 48 
and 98. At lower mass numbers, the ma-ss yield curve gradually levels off and 
then begins to increase sharply below .4/ ~ 28, where fragmentation becomes 
the dominant mechanism. The dashed histogram shows the present work cal
culations by using (3). In concrete calculations the parameter of (2) is taken 
as < E > = 20 MeV and the binding energy at 7.8 A/eV'/nuc7ecmt7i(3). For a 
given ;.)(,, a Monte Carlo algorithm decided for each bond individually whether 
it is broken or not. The procedure is followed by a counting algorithm which 
looks for clusters and evaluates their size. It should be emphasized tha t in this 
approach рь depends on impact parameter (through the dependence of excita
tion energy on impact parameter) in contrast to the approach of Ref.[21]. It 
can be seen that while the agreement for very small and large mass fragments 
is very good, the calculations by using (3) underpredict the da t a by a factor 
of 2 in the medium mass region between 40 and 90. The underestimation of 
the da ta in this range can be understood by Fig.2. Due to the rapid increase 
of break-up probability as a function of excitation energy, one may expect 
that the probability to have medium mass fragments, using this dependence, 
is very low. 

It should be remarked here that , the same behavior as the dashed histogram 
has been obtained in paper [32]. In this paper the breaking probability was 
assumed to depend on the impact parameter of the proton. This dependence 
was given by integrating over the nucleon density of the target along the path 
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•г. I ne projectile. For their calculations they used a s tandard Saxon-Wood 
Wiiviiietrizatioii of the density. 

Fig.] also demonstrates the distribution of fragment mass for С + Ay at 
!. gil energy The dashed line re]>resents the calculations according to 
' '•I. It can be -.ecu lhat tin' call illations reproduce the overall shape, but also 
underestimate I he ilata in I lie l i i n y of Aj ~ -10 - 80. 

In the case of ; i-\- Ли interactions at high energy. I lie calculations reproduce 
I he i xpeiimeulal dala пик h belter, nevertheless, t here is a slight uudiTcsti-

i° Y; 
1 0 ! .V., 

cf ">5 '-iXf l>cf""bo 
I- it1,.-') 1 lie charge distributions of the fragments from Л v. Л с and I. + Em 

al ~ ] GcY/iiiiclciin (1 — .'(respectively). Histograms denote the exporinien-
lal data while the solid lines represent the calculations by using (1). Botli 
data and calculations lor .Vc and AY are multiplied by factors of 10 and 100 
respectively. 
mation in the medium mass fragments. For С + .4». the agreement of the 
calculations with the data is surprisingly excellent. 

The model calculation shown by solid line in Fig.l with the improvements 
of (4) is compared with experimental mass yield curves of p and С + At/ and 
l> and С + An. The parameter of (-1) is fixed at < E >- 30 McY Now. it. is 
seen that the quality of the fitting is considerably better and the yield from 
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low to high mass fragments is well described in contrast to the calculations 
by usiiifj, (3). One only notices a slight disagreement of the da ta of С + -4» at 
high mass fragments of A; ~ 100 - 197. But one needs more da ta to make 
any definite conclusion. 

In the following, the results are obtained using the prescription of (-1). 
Among the experiments on MF. emulsion measurements are of particular 

interest because they provide all almost complete identification of the frag
ment charges emitted in a heavy-ion collision. 

The Кi . Xi and Г + I'm systems have been studied by this method in 
lief. [1] at ~ 1 (,'< \'/uiichon. The corresponding charge distributions are 
displayed in Fig..'!, liefore going any further, it should be stressed that the 
emulsion data do nut have very high statistics. This indicates statistical fluc
tuation.-, in the observed variables. This point should be kept in mind when 
comparing numerical simulations with the data . 

The main characteristic of the spectra shown in Fig.3 is that the charge 
distribution contains all events from light to heavy fragments. It can also 
be seen that a good overall agreement between experiment and calculation is 
accomplished, without changing the parameters from that of j> + Ац case. 

4 Conclusion 

• The present hybrid model, based on RTIM phis a nuclear multifrag-
mentation model, has furthermore a high predictive power which has not 
been fully exploited, by far. The model shows a very good description of 
the experimental fragment mass distributions of )>. С + Ag and p. С + An 
as well .is charge distributions of h'r. Xi and L' + Em. The model can 
be used for estimation of nuclear fragment production in .4.4 interactions 
at high and super high energies. Of course, the percolation model can be 
replaced by other more reliable model of nuclear nmltifragmentation. We 
think that this will not however strongly affect the calculation results. 

• The hot nuclei fragment similar to other statistical systems. Only at 
large values of excitation energy there can be a deviation from statistical 
laws, see Fig . l . This deviation is perhaps caused by the finiteness of the 
nucleus. In very hot nuclear mat ter the nucleons are moving with high 
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velocities and therefore should leave the interaction volume very fast. 
So. the statistical equilibrium cannot In reached. At low excitation en
ergy the ШН'Icons have many collisions between themselves ai.d statistical 
equilibrium is esta ' . l^ ' ied. 
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Абдель-Вагед X. Е2-94-380 
Перколяционная модель мультифрагментации ядер 
в ядро-ядерных взаимодействиях при высоких энергиях 

Предложена гибридная модель, сочетающая модель разрушения ядер, 
мотивированную реджеонной теорией и успешно использованную для 
объяснения каскадирования частиц в ядро-ядерных взаимодействиях при 
высоких энергиях, и псрколяционную модель. В рамках модели корректно 
описаны: выход фрагментов в реакциях р + Ag, Ли при 350 ГэВ и С + Ag, 
Ли при 3.6 ГэВ/нуклон, а также распределения по заряду фрагментов во 
взаимодействиях Кг, AV и V с фотоэмульсией при I ГэВ/нуклон. 

Работа выполнена в Лаборатории вычислительной техники и авто
матизации ОИЯИ. 
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Abdel-Waged Kh. Е2-94-380 
Percolation Model of Nuclear Multifragmentation 
in High Energy Nucleus-Nucleus Interactions 

A hybrid model based on Reggeon theory inspired model of nuclear 
distribution, which was successful in explaining the cascading of particles in 
high energy nuclcus-nuclus interactions, and percolation model is proposed. In 
the framework of this model the yield of the fragment in p + Ag, Au at 350 GeV 
and С + Ag, Ли at 3.6 GeV/nucleon as well as the charge distribution of 
fragments in Kr, Xe and U interactions with emulsion at ~l GeV/nucleon is 
correctly described". 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of Computing 
Techniques and Automation, JINR. 
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